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From: Tandy C. Walker [mailto:tandyw@flash.net]
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2006 6:53 PM
To: Walker, Tandy C. <tandyw@flash.net>
Subject: Implementing Alfredo Herbon's Stab Squaring Procedure

Alfredo Herbon, from Argentina, gave me some really good feed back on my Bomber fuselage jigging for the stab
platform. We have had an off line discussion that I want to share with you below...............Tandy

From: Herbon Alfredo
To: Tandy C. Walker
Sent: Monday, February 13, 2006 2:35 AM
Subject: Re: Fuselage Jigging for Bonding Stab Platform

Tandy,
Just an advise in relation to the squareness of the stab in relation to the center line of fuselage, I mean the
squareness from the top view. I don't like for this type of squareness the diagonal measurement method, because it
is very susceptible to local errors or differences in the election of the points at both sides to assure a real squreness
of the main parts of fuselage and stab.

Even supposing the two points elected at both sides of fuselage and tail are free of local errors and sharply defined,
you are trying to square a slender triangle by the hypothenuse and a little difference on it could make an important
difference in the supposed 90º angle.

Without touching your last night arrangement, you could make a simple check marking a little line over the board using
a square placed at the center of firewall and center of rear end ( you could bond a little piece of white paper with
masking tape to avoid markings on your board ). Now you could put a long good straight edge touching those two
reference points and using the reliable drawing square touching the straight edge trace the 90º lines approximately
under the LE of the stab.
Alfredo.-

OK Alfredo,
I have performed your stab squaring procedure. I removed the stab platform set up. Using a square, I dropped a
firewall center line vertical projection on to the work table and marked its location. I did the same thing at the rear
of the fuselage. Then I laid down an aluminum straight edge aligned to the fore and aft marks and weighted the
straight edge down. In the picture below, I marked the work table along the straight edge under a vertical projection
at the forward face of the fuselage where the stab platform goes as shown in the picture below.

I started to place the stab on the fuselage and I bumped and moved the damn fuselage on the rear beam! #$%#&@
To prevent this from happening again, I put a maple beam through and on top of the side longerons, placed some
weight on top of the maple beam, and then I had to realign the fuselage again.

In the picture below, I have placed a shorter-wider aluminum straight edge aligned to the forward and new aft marks
and weighted down. I positioned the stab on the fuselage and weighted it down with the large steel block square as
shown below. I placed a Craftsman 24" X 16" steel square up against the aluminum straight edge and adjusted its
position using a 30-60-90 triangle such that the LE of the steel square was directly under the stab LE as shown by
the "vertical black line & 0" below. Then I moved the triangle outboard and adjusted the stab LE to just touch the
triangle.

Next, I moved the steel square to the other side of the fuselage and repeated the process. The outboard stab LE
position was a full 1/8" behind the triangle. After a couple of iterations, I now have the stab's two inboard positions
zero (0) and the two outboard positions 1/16" behind the triangle equally as shown in the picture below. I guess my
stab LE has a slight back bow in it, but the stab is as square to the fuselage center line as I know how to get it.

Since I am going to have to unscrew and remove the stab platform from the bottom of the stab in order to properly
weight it down on the fuselage for the gluing process, how would you be sure the stab platform, by itself, is returned
to its same identical position? I went into the model room and studied the stab set up for a while. Then it came to
me how to go about it!

I placed pencil marks on the fore and aft vertical edges of the stab platform being careful to carry each of these
marks down onto the ends of the fuselage triangular stock base. I removed the stab and unscrewed the stab
platform. I put Titebond glue all along the surfaces of the triangular stock and placed the platform down onto the
fresh glue surfaces. I slid the platform around a little to insure the glue had adequately spread onto the bottom
surface of the platform. I wiped off the excess glue on the outside bottom of the platform and let this sit for a
minute or so until the titebond glue got "tacky". Then I carefully adjusted the platform to aligned each of the
four edge marks on the platform with those on the ends of the fuselage triangular stock, laid the 1/4" square steel
rods on the platform above the triangular stock, and placed the vise and large square on the steel rods as before. My
final step was to illuminate the four matching alignment marks using a flash light to be sure their alignments had not
moved.

I will let this sit and dry overnight. In the morning, I will screw the stab onto the platform and reconfirm its
orthogonality with fuselage center line by repeating Alfredo's measurement procedure. Thank you
Alfredo?.................Tandy

